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Abstract: One of the Government’s strategic policies in suppressing and stopping the transmission of COVID-19 is to take the vaccination movement seriously. Even though the vaccination program has a positive aim, while people have doubt and even refuse to use vaccines because they are considered illegal and dangerous. Responding to this friction, this is where the importance of the MUI fatwa in socializing that vaccination is very urgent and allowed to be carried out. There is no serious objection to vaccination in Medan City; even most Medan Muslims claim that the MUI fatwa brings benefits. This article belongs to field research with a qualitative approach. The methodology used is an interpretive study of the sociology of law by conducting interviews and reviewing documents related to the MUI fatwa on COVID-19 vaccination. The result concluded that; the MUI fatwa in Medan City has been well received by the community and is considered necessary. Second, the effectiveness of the halal Sinovac vaccine has been tested and is of good quality and is allowed to use. There is no severe objection regarding vaccination in Medan City; even most Medan Muslims claim that the MUI fatwa brings benefits.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is a global phenomenon that has taken millions of lives horribly. This situation has made various parties, including the government, promote serious programs in handling this outbreak. One of them is an extensive and structured vaccination program. COVID-19 is different from the spread of other viruses before; there is still no person zero (the first human) infected with COVID-19. As a result, vaccination does not work concretely and must carry out various vaccinations gradually, starting from levels 1 (one), 2 (two), and even booster vaccinations.

This phenomenon then triggers unrest in the community. The rise of hoaxes and hate speech has also provoked the public to bring down the government’s political stage. Indeed, the dynamics of vaccine rejection do not only occur in the COVID-19 vaccination. The same turmoil has haunted the Indonesian people in other health vaccines, such as vaccines for Hepatitis B, Polio, Measles, MR immunizations, and so on. In the end, the objections above will not be completed if only socialized by health personnel. Moreover, information is circulating in the community regarding the illegal ingredients used in vaccines.

Furthermore, friction between the medical dimension and Islamic law (halal) occurs sporadically. Rejection in various places mushroomed everywhere to raise sensitive issues. It starts from the realm of religion and even politics. Therefore, it is ideal if vaccination, both the process and the material, are fully described by the halal institution, namely the MUI. There will be a way out through MUI and narrow down the opportunity takers in mobilizing the community. Of course, with various socialist approaches and in-depth interpretive studies.

Vaccination is one of the COVID-19 prevention efforts by the Indonesian government, stated in the Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 99 of 2020. The regulation focuses on the Vaccine Procurement and Implementation of Vaccination of Coronavirus Disease 2020 (COVID-19) Pandemic Handling. Article 1 of the regulation has two stipulations, including 1) the Government has accelerated vaccine procurement and vaccination to prevent the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, and 2) the vaccine procurement and COVID-19 vaccination include procuring, implementing, and funding. Ministries, institutions, and the local government provide support and facilities. On Wednesday, January 13, 2021, the government officially started providing free COVID-19 vaccinations to implement the Presidential Regulation. This program was marked by administering the first dose of vaccine to the President of Indonesia, Joko Widodo, at the Merdeka Palace, Jakarta.

The COVID-19 vaccine development aims to increase the body immunity against the SARS-CoV-2, the cause of Coronavirus Disease (COVID)-19. As informed by the media, the vaccine establishes herd immunity and reduces morbidity and mortality due to the virus. Vaccination protects and strengthens the health system, especially institutions, as the front line of public services. Furthermore, it aims to maintain productivity and minimize social and economic impacts. This means that vaccination makes the immune system recognize and fight the coronavirus. The government has made the best efforts or programs to protect the Indonesian people from pandemics, such as through vaccination.

---


As a result, various vaccines were introduced to the public, including the AZD222 (Oxford – Astra Zeneca) developed at Oxford University, Sinovac, Sinopharm, and other vaccines.

The vaccines strengthen the body’s immune system, helping to avoid the coronavirus. This decision is a quick and appropriate policy to anticipate the coronavirus spread with its variants. Vaccines are administered to adults and children (12-17 years old), targeting 1 million people per day in June – July. When evaluating the mass vaccination at Pakansari Stadium, Bogor Regency, West Java (17/06/21), President Joko Widodo stated that COVID-19 vaccinations should be accelerated to eliminate the disease in Indonesia. The President added that vaccination would continue to achieve herd immunity, inhibit and stop the spread of COVID-19.3

The vaccination program was not easy as planned despite benefiting the community. Several challenges were encountered during the program. The first challenge was the perception of the Indonesians towards COVID-19, which still doubt the existence of this virus. This perspective harms society and the country. Second, vaccination programs are considered commonplace, resulting in a lack of public awareness of their importance.4 The third challenge was the view that the vaccine comes from something haram, such as pork. This polemic of halal - haram has caused a confrontational community to reject vaccines.

Public unrest to reject the type of vaccine considered haram has become a prolonged polemic in Jakarta, Aceh, Medan, and other regions. Several types of vaccines were introduced in Indonesia. The first type was the AZD222 vaccine (Oxford – Astra Zeneca) developed at Oxford University to fight coronavirus infection.5 The second type was the Sinovac vaccine by a Chinese company, while the third was the Sinopharm produced by the Beijing Institute of Biological Products. Sinopharm is an inactivated vaccine administered by the intramuscular injection method.

Muslims consider halal as mandatory in human life, concerning monotheism and sharia. This means the cleanliness and self-purity of a Muslim and a believer, as confirmed by Qs. Al-Baqarah: 173

He has forbidden you only the Maytatah (dead animals), and blood, and the flesh of swine, and that which is slaughtered as a sacrifice for others than Allah (or has been slaughtered for idols, on which Allah’s Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering). However, when one is forced by necessity without willful disobedience nor transgressing due limits, then there is no sin on him. Truly, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. (Qs. Al- Baqarah: 173)

Halal and haram are also crucial concerning vaccines. In this regard, Halal vaccines contain ingredients permitted under sharia law by meeting six criteria. First, the vaccine does not contain ingredients from animals that are not halal or slaughtered against sharia law. Second, it contains no najis, such as carrion, blood, pus, dogs, pigs, and everything that comes from the rectum and genitals.6 Third, the vaccine is safe to consume, non-toxic, non-intoxicating, and harmless to health, according to an unspecified dose. Fourth, equipment must not be contaminated. Fifth, the vaccine does not contain human parts. Sixth, it is separated from stock. Therefore, the rejection by people

such as the Muslim community of Medan by questioning the vaccine types must be understood. Muslims do not want to vaccinate themselves with a vaccine made with haram ingredients. This requires cooperation and support from the institutions mandated by the Presidential Regulation to accelerate vaccine procurement and COVID-19 vaccination. Therefore, government and community institutions are essential in convincing the public of the vaccination urgency for the community’s benefit.

One of the religious and social institutions concerned with socializing vaccination is the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI). The existence of MUI is important, and has several functions. First, it is a deliberation forum for Ulama, zuama, and Muslim scholars to protect people and develop Islam. Second, MUI is a gathering place for ulama, zuama, and Muslim scholars to develop and practice Islamic teachings and mobilize ukhwanismiyyah. Third, it represents Muslims in inter-religious relations and consultations. Fourth, it stands mufti (giver of fatwas) to Muslims and the government, especially issues related to Islamic law when requested or not. Therefore, MUI accommodates and channels the aspirations of Indonesian Muslims with various sects, understanding, thoughts, and religious organizations.

The MUI explained to the public through several fatwas when people rejected the vaccines entering Indonesia. First, the AZD222 (Oxford – Astra Zeneca) vaccine was developed at Oxford University to fight coronavirus infection. According to the MUI fatwa No. 14, Astra Zeneca is haram. The reason is the use of pig enzymes in the manufacturing process. This was conveyed by the Chairman of the MUI for fatwa, AsrorunNi’amSholeh, in a press statement on Friday. Although it has been declared haram, the MUI stated that the Astra Zeneca vaccine is permissible. This is due to the urgent need, a high risk when not vaccinated, security guarantees, and limited stock and government capacity. Furthermore, on January 8, 2021, the Central MUI, through the fatwa commission, determined that the Sinovac vaccine was holy and halal. This is because the vaccine was produced by a Chinese company certified by PT Bio Farma.

Additionally, the fatwa commission stated that the Sinopharm vaccine contained trypsin from pigs, making it haram. However, it could be used in emergency conditions until the availability of a halalCOVID-19 vaccine. The MUI explanation through the fatwas requires scientific exploration for the public to understand the benefits of vaccination. Furthermore, the MUI fatwa’s effectiveness must be questioned to determine whether it is followed by the Muslim community in Medan.

This article includes qualitative research in the sociology of law which is interpretive. The research method seeks to reveal the hidden meaning of the views of the Muslim community in the

---

8 The history of the formation of the MUI has become a great history for the political struggle of Islam, although many people think that the formation of the MUI is a government initiative to make it easier to control Muslims so that they remain under the New Order government. See, M.B. Hooker, “Indonesian Islam: Social Change Through Contemporary”, p. 60, compare to Islam dan Negara Dalam Politik Orde Baru, Abdul Azis Thaba (Jakarta: Gema Insani Pres, 1996), 223.
city of Medan on types of vaccines and the effectiveness of the MUI fatwa on the halalness of vaccines in the dissemination of COVID-19 vaccination in the city of Medan. The data collection carried out in the study was to accommodate interviews with research subjects, namely the Muslim community of Medan Mulia, from the lower, middle to upper groups. Through in-depth interviews, it is hoped that they will be able to explore the legal understanding of the community towards the fatwa and the effectiveness of the MUI fatwa related to the types of vaccines that are developing.

The key informants in this study were NU administrators, Muhammadiyah administrators, al-Jamiatul al-Washliyah administrators, community leaders, Muslim communities, and others. Informal interviews were mainly for community informants, except the management, NU, Muhammadiyah, and al-Jamiatul al-Washliyah. In addition to interviews, the author also uses observation, namely utilizing, direct observation techniques. For example, how do people view the fatwa on the types of vaccines developing? How effective is the MUI fatwa in encouraging the Muslim community to do COVID-19 vaccination?

The author also uses document studies to enrich data collection. The documents seen are fiqh books related to fatwas, then also cite fatwas from the MUI, especially those related to legal fatwas on the types of vaccines developing in Indonesia. Also, compare the fatwas developed from NU, Muhammadiyah, and al-Washliyah.

Finding

The community responses show that most people know the importance of the MUI fatwa regarding the halalness of vaccines. However, some people did not know the urgency of the legal fatwa. As previously stated, a fatwa on Islamic law gives urgency in many ways. For instance, it is a syara’ law explained by a faqih to the asking people, meaning that it has to stand as a legal need in society.13 The Islamic community needs an explanation of something regarding unknown legal issues. The scholars explain these matters in a collective fatwa (al-fatwa al-ijma’i). This fatwa is formulated and determined by a group or institution with the ability in ushul fiqh, fiqh, and other supporting scientific disciplines, resulting in a final decision close to the truth.

A collective fatwa must enact laws boldly and free from political, social, and cultural influences and pressures. Examples of these fatwas are found in the Indonesian Ulema Council, the Muhammadiyah Tarjih Council, and the Bahsu al-Masail Institute. Additionally, one could also find personal fatwas (al-fatwa al-fardi) produced and delivered by religious figures from their writings and studies.14 Examples are the fatwas among fiqh schools and Shaykh Muhammad Shaltut, Yusuf al-Qradhawi, IbnTaimiyah, NU, Muhammadiyah, and al-Washliyah. Therefore, a fatwa provides legal clarity oriented towards the benefit of the community.

---

Discussion

1. Fatwa in the Development of Islamic Law

In *al-Mu’jam al-Wasith*, fatwa is the answer to something impossible concerning Islamic law and legislation. In the book “Lisana al-‘Arab,” a fatwa in *lughawi* is explained by *al-futya-walfutwa*, meaning *ifta, isimmasdar* from *ifta - yafti - ifta.* This means something fatwaed by a faqih or given to answer a problem.\(^\text{15}\) Also, According to Muhammad Rowas Qal’aji, a fatwa is a shari’a law explained by a faqih to people asking questions. Similarly, Wahbah al-Zuhaili defined a fatwa as an answer to the question of non-binding sharia law.\(^\text{16}\)

Additionally, Khalid bin Abdurrahman al-Juraisi defined a fatwa as explaining a law asked or a mufti. This explanation gives various characteristics of a fatwa are. First, fatwas are efforts to answer questions on legal issues. Second, it is the fatwa delivered on syara’ law through the ijtihad process.\(^\text{16}\) Third, the person or institution that explains is qualified in the legal issues asked. Fourth, the answer given is for those that do not know. The person delivering the fatwa is called the mufti, while the party requesting is known as al-mustafti.

A fatwa is an important part of *ijtihad* in Islamic law. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali defined *ijtihad* as a hard effort mujtahid in searching for the provisions of sharia law. Furthermore, according to IbnHumam, *ijtihad* mobilizes fuqaha capabilities to find a dzannisharia law. In AthoMudzhar’s view, the *ijtihad* results are classified into four types.\(^\text{17}\) These include *fiqh*, judge’s decision in Religious Courts, legislation in Muslim countries, and Ulama’s fatwa. Since the fatwa is one of the results of *ijtihadululama*, it is not different from Ulama’s *ijtihad*.

The scholars classified fatwas into collective and personal. First, collective fatwas (*al-Fatwa al-Ijma’i*) are formulated and determined by a group or institution with the ability in *ushulfiqh*, *fiqh*, and various other disciplines. This collective fatwa must enact the law courageously and free from political, social, and cultural pressures.\(^\text{18}\) Collective fatwas in Indonesia include the MUI, the Fatwa Commission of the Indonesian Islamic Da’wah Council, Muhammadiyah Tarjih Council, and Bahsu al-Masail Institute. Second, personal fatwas (*al-Fatwa al-Fardi*) are produced from someone’s writings and studies. Usually, the results of one’s *ijtihad* give more variation to the collective fatwa. Personal fatwas are always based on in-depth study, meaning that the birth of a collective fatwa begins with individual activities.\(^\text{19}\) Examples include the fatwas of the fiqh schools, Shaykh Muhammad Shaltut, Yusuf al-Qaradawi, and IbnTaimiyah.

The growth and development of contemporary fiqh cases require fatwas as a legal requirement because they correlate. Fiqh is the science of syara’ laws relating to human actions extracted from tafähiliyah arguments. Also, it is the knowledge about furuiyah syara’ laws obtained through reasoning


and istiddlah.\textsuperscript{20} Fiqh development is correlated with fatwas because the mufti is an important instrument inseparable from fiqh. Moreover, fiqh formation is limited to establishing old and producing new laws and formatted with change applicable in solving social problems. Therefore, institutional fatwas justifies fiqh, whose new products must be known and conveyed to the wider community.

This activity is carried out by the muftis individually and collectively through fatwa institutions. According to Joseph Schacht, muftis are legal experts that issue authoritative doctrinal opinions and fatwas. Even the development of Islamic legal doctrine is related to the activities of the muftis. Their fatwas are often compiled and written as a separate guide or expanded by their followers.\textsuperscript{21} This indicates that fatwa and fiqh are inseparable and correlate with each other. It further implies that a fatwa is a fiqh media and the result of a fatwa is also a fiqh product.

Measuring a fatwa’s effectiveness requires a legal effectiveness theory. The term effective is linguistically defined as successfully adhered to, validated, efficacious and fortunate. It is the result of decisions making that helps fulfill a company’s mission or achieve goals. Soerjono Soekanto stated that five factors determine the effectiveness of the law. The first factor is the law itself. The second factor is for enforcement, including the parties forming or applying the law. The third is the factor of facilities that support law enforcement. Fourth is the factor of society, the environment in which the law applies. Fifth is the cultural factor due to works, creativity, and taste based on human initiative.\textsuperscript{22}

The fiqh dynamics are constantly updating in its development, in which the openness in reform is attached to Islamic law with an insaniyah dimension. In this regard, the renewal discourse implies a change in fatwa and fiqh. Fatwas must run as expected, always dynamic, and reviewed within a certain period in line with the times and dynamics of people’s lives. Ahmad Mustafa al-Maraghi stated that laws were made and promulgated to benefit humans, whose interests vary due to conditional, situational, time, and place differences.\textsuperscript{23} Furthermore, irrelevant laws demand changes under the prevailing social conditions. They must be dynamic and accommodate the needs of the forward-looking community.

2. The Muslim Community’s View on the Importance of Fatwa on Vaccines Types

The news about haram ingredients in the COVID-19 vaccine raises the pros and cons debate about vaccination in the community.\textsuperscript{24} However, some of these vaccines are manufactured using halal ingredients. This condition prompted the Indonesian Ulema Council to issue fatwas regarding the halalness of the vaccines, including:

1) The AZD222 vaccine (Oxford – Astra Zeneca) was developed at Oxford University to fight coronavirus infection. According to the MUI fatwa No. 14, Astra Zeneca is haram since the manufacturing process uses enzymes derived from pigs.\textsuperscript{25} Although it has been declared

\textsuperscript{21} Anwar Hafidzi and Mohd Hatta Mohd Hani, “Wahbah Zuhaili’s and Sayyid Sabiq’s Perspective on The Recitation of Marriage Contract in Indonesia” 17 (2020): 16.
\textsuperscript{23} Wahid, “Dinamika Fatwa Dari Klasik ke Kontemporer (Tinjauan Karakteristik Fatwa Ekonomi Syariah Dewan Syariah Nasional Indonesia (DSN-MUI).”
\textsuperscript{24} Akbar, “Vaksinasi Covid 19 dan Kebijakan Negara: Perspektif Ekonomi Politik.”
unlawful, the MUI has stated that this vaccine is permissible. The MUI cited the urgent need, high risk when not vaccinating, security guarantees, and limited stock and government capacity.

2) Sinovac’s vaccine is produced by a Chinese company. On January 8, 2021, the Central MUI fatwa commission determined that the Sinovac vaccine proposed for certification by PT Bio Farma is holy and halal.

3) Sinopharm Vaccine. The fatwa commission stated that this vaccine contains trypsin from pigs, making it haram but still useful in an emergency. This means that Sinopharm could be used until the availability of a halal COVID-19 vaccine.

Three public views arise based on the fatwas:

First, the fatwa is essential in explaining the developing halal and haram types of vaccines. The administrators of religious organizations such as NU, Muhammadiyah, and al-JamiatulWashliyah consider the fatwa the right step in answering questions from the community. Furthermore, it answers the legal needs and calms the community turmoil. Consequently, people that knew anything about the vaccines later became aware of the ingredients and the laws of vaccination. Information about the halal fatwa for vaccines is obtained from MUI, NU, Muhammadiyah, al-Jamiatul al-Washliyah administrators.

Additionally, this information is accessed through various media as instruments to increase public knowledge and understanding. This shows the awareness of the city’s Muslim community about the importance of halal vaccines. As a result, this strengthens their faith and enhances self-protection against haram vaccinations. Therefore, they were vaccinated after a legal fatwa was delivered by the MUI of Medan. The majority of those vaccinated comprised educated people with good religious quality. This shows that people reject vaccination when they doubt the halalness of the vaccine.

Second, the urgency of the MUI fatwa is seen and ordinarily understood by the public, meaning that it only slightly increases insight into its substance. The fatwa only explains the types of vaccines to make the public aware, meaning that without it, the community would not have any problem. Therefore, people do not participate in vaccination due to the clarity of the vaccine haleness delivered by the MUI fatwa. Instead, their participation is based on the importance of vaccination to increase immunity as conveyed by the central and Medan city governments. These responses came from educated people with a moderate religious level. They do not want to seek information on fatwas from religious organizations such as NU, Muhammadiyah, and al-Jamiyatul al-Washliyah, or attend community recitation groups to strengthening their knowledge.

Third, the urgency of the MUI fatwa is unknown to some people because they do not seek to know its importance in explaining whether the vaccines developed in the community are halal or haram. As a result, they neither understand the MUI legal fatwa nor the purpose. This response emerged from the lower social groups with low education and religious levels. They do not seek to know about the

27 Gustomy, “Pandemi ke Infodemi.”
vaccines being developed or ask religious leaders. Furthermore, these people do not join recitation groups to discuss the importance of Islamic legal fatwas regarding clarity on vaccines developing in society.

3. The Effectiveness of the MUI Fatwa on the Vaccines Halalness

The MUI involvement is a strategic step in accelerating the handling of the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia and signifies the government’s wisdom in building cooperation. This means that overcoming COVID-19 is the role of the government but requires the involvement of all components of the nation. Moreover, the pandemic significantly influences political stability, economy, education, culture, and defense. Therefore, it requires comprehensive handling involving the introduction of existing vaccines. MUI is a religious and community institution consisting of Ulama, zuama, and scholars.

As a community institution, the MUI fatwa must support the benefit of the community through its seven roles. First, it guides and demands Muslims to lead a religious life and encourage a quality society (khaira ummah). Second, MUI formulates policies for implementing Islamic da’wah Amar ma’rufnahimunkar to trigger a religious and social life blessed by Allah SWT. Third, it provides wise and soothing warnings, advice, and fatwas regarding religious and social issues to the community and government. Fourth, it formulates primacy relationships to realize ukhuwah Islamiyah and inter-religious harmony in strengthening national unity and integrity.

Fifth, MUI is a liaison between the Ulama, umara (government) and a reciprocal translator between the government and the people. Therefore, it helps achieve a quality society (khaira ummah) blessed by Allah SWT (baldatunthayyibatunwarabunghafur). Sixth, it improves relations and cooperation between organizations, Islamic institutions, and Muslim scholars. Furthermore, it creates joint programs that benefit the Ummah. Seventh, MUI is essential in other businesses or activities that support the achievement of organizational goals.

Interviews, observations, and documentation were conducted on the Islamic community in the city of Medan. The results show that a fatwa was urgent and effective in encouraging the Muslim community to vaccinate in June and July 2021. It was carried out by the elderly, adults, and children aged between 12 and 17. Consequently, the government’s target was achieved with the high number of vaccinations for Muslims in Medan. This shows that the public trusts the MUI fatwa that the vaccine was made from halal sources. Also, the pros and cons were accompanied by MUI’s explanation through the existing fatwas, including the MUI Fatwa Number 14 of 2021 concerning the Law on the Use of the COVID-19 Vaccine for Astrazeneka Products.

The MUI fatwa No. 02 of 2021 regarding the production of the COVID-19 vaccine from Sinovac Life Sciences Co.LTD. China and PT Bio Farma (Persero) decided that:

31 Fahiza and Siti Nur Zalikha, “Kebijakan Pemerintah dalam Kegiatan Shalat Berjamaah di Masa Pandemi Covid-19.”
32 Kemenag Ri, Lukman Hakim Saifuddin: Gagasan - Kinerja: Moderasi Beragama dan Transformasi Kelemahanan Pendidikan (Jakarta: Rehobot Literature (Bersama dengan Ditjen Bimas Kristen RI), 2019).
33 Saputra and Selviani, “Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia Nomor 1 Tahun 2004 tentang Bunga Bank.”
34 MUI Fatwa No. 02 of 2021 regarding the production of the Covid-19 vaccine from Sinovac Life Sciences Co.LTD. China and PT Bio Farma (Persero)
1. General Provisions. The vaccine in this fatwa is produced by Sinovac Life Sciences Co Ltd. China and PT Bio Farma (Persero) with three registered product names, including Coronovac, covid vaccine, and Vac2Bio.

2. Legal provisions. First, the COVID-19 vaccine produced by Sinovac Life Sciences Co Ltd. China and PT Bio Farma (Persero) is lawful and halal. Second, as stated in number 1, the vaccine may be used for Muslims provided their safety is guaranteed according to credible and competent experts.

3. Closing provisions. First, this fatwa becomes effective on the stipulation date and would be corrected in case of oversight. Second, every Muslim and those in need could know about and urge all parties to spread this fatwa.

The explanation consists of two different fatwas. The first one is the MUI Fatwa Number 14 of 2021 concerning the Law on the Use of COVID-19 Vaccines for Astrazeneka Products. It states that the Astrazeneca vaccine is illegal because it is produced using trypsin from pigs. However, the use of the vaccine is currently allowed (permissible) because of five reasons. The first reason is the urgent need (hajah sharia) that occupies the emergency sharia (dharurah sharia). The second reason is the information from a trusted, competent expert about the danger (fatal risk) when the COVID-19 vaccination is not immediately carried out. The third reason is the insufficient availability of a halal and holy vaccine to achieve herd immunity.

The fourth reason is the guarantee of government security in using the vaccine. The fifth reason is that the government lacks the choice on the type of vaccine due to the limited availability. The second fatwa is the MUI Fatwa No. 02 of 2021, which explains that the vaccine is produced by Sinovac Life Sciences Co.LTD. China and PT Bio Farma (Persero). Therefore, it is legally holy and lawful for use by Muslims, provided their safety is guaranteed according to credible and competent experts. The difference between the two fatwas contributed to the initial people’s outrage, including the Muslim community in Medan.

Indonesia has determined the use of the Sinovac vaccine for several reasons. First, this vaccine considers the quality, safety, and good efficacy standards recommended by WHO at an affordable price. Also, the Sinovac vaccine has entered its third phase of clinical trials and has low side effects. It has a single dose that does not require multiple injections. Although Indonesia stipulates Sinovac in vaccination, public doubts remain, MUI effectively explains the legal provisions. This is where the effectiveness of the fatwa is reflected. The first indicator is the response of the Muslim community in Medan to welcome a fatwa as an instrument in the legal provisions of the Sinovac vaccine.

This shows that people believe the vaccine is safe, quality, good, and halal to use. Second, the Muslim community responded well and implemented the fatwa on vaccination. Third, the community

37 Napitupulu et al.
gains more knowledge and understands the importance of the MUI fatwa and its substance. The fatwa provides legal explanations and benefits the community, especially the Muslims of the city of Medan. Therefore, the MUI fatwa’s effectiveness is an important instrument in accelerating vaccination.

SoerjonoSoekanto stated that the effectiveness of a law is determined by five factors. The first factor is the law itself. The second factor is for enforcement, including the parties forming or applying the law. The third is the factor of facilities that support law enforcement. Fourth is the factor of society, the environment in which the law applies. Fifth is the cultural factor due to works, creativity, and taste based on human initiative. This shows that the indicators of MUI’s effective role are relevant to the theory of legal effectiveness. Therefore, the legal fatwa issued by the MUI institution is obeyed, well responded to, and implemented by the community.

Conclusion

The MUI fatwa on vaccine halalness in socializing COVID-19 vaccination in Medan is essential in encouraging the vaccination program. Moreover, it describes and strengthens the doubts among the Muslim community about the vaccines’ ingredients and sources. The fatwa becomes a peacemaker and an explanation of the pros and cons that develop in society. Therefore, it plays an important and effective role in encouraging the Muslim community in Medan to carry out a comprehensive vaccination.
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